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Abstract 
Over-sampling sigma-delta analog-to-

digital converters (ADCs) are one of the 

keybuilding blocks of state of the art wireless 

transceivers. In sigma-delta modulator design,the 

scaling coefficients determine the peak signal-to-

noise ratio. Therefore, selecting theoptimum 

value of the coefficient is very important. To this 

end, this paper addresses thedesign of a second-

order multi-bit sigma-delta modulator suitable 

for Wireless Local AreaNetworks (WLAN) 

receivers with feed forward path and the 

optimum coefficients wereselected using genetic 

algorithm (GA) - based search method. In 

particular, the proposedconverter makes use of 

low-distortion swing suppression SDM 

architecture which is highlysuitable for low 

oversampling ratios to attain high linearity over 

a wide bandwidth. GA-based search engine is a 

stochastic search method which can find the 

optimum solutionwithin the given constraints. 

 

Introduction 
Sigma delta modulators are the most 

suitable Analog-to-Digital converter (ADC) 

topologies for digitizing with high-resolution analog 
signals. With these architectures, a resolution up to 

19–21 bits can be reached using standard Integrated 

Circuit (IC) technologies. Designers use sampling 

rates much higher than the Nyquist rate, typically 

higher by a factor between 8 and 512, and utilizing 

all preceding input values, they generate each 

output. The most popular approach is based on a 

sampled-data solution with switch capacitor 

implementation. For this reason these features make 

the solutions very attractive for a number of 

applications. For instance, they have gained 
increasing popularity in audio applications, in 

receivers for communication systems, in sensor 

interface circuits, and inmeasurement systems. 

Because of the diversity of architectures 

implementing converter, it cannot exist a generic 

model for all ADCs. Each architecture 

implementation of converter requires its own model. 

Genetic algorithms (GAs) have been successfully 

applied to a wide range of optimization problems 

including design, scheduling, routing, and signal 

processing. In sigma-delta (ΣΔ) modulator 

design[3], GA can be effectively used to optimize  

 

 

the scaling coefficients in order to achieve the 

desired signal-to-noise ratio. ΣΔ modulators were 

traditionally used for audio applications where the 

over-sampling ratio is high and a high resolution can 

be achieved with a realizable clock frequency. 

Recently ΣΔ modulators are exploited for wideband 

applications like WLAN, thus preventing the excess 
increase in the OSR and resorting to higher order 

modulators. Higher order modulator with low OSR 

requires the optimization of system parameters in 

order to achieve the required dynamic range. The 

requirements that the ADC has to fulfill are set by 

both the standard characteristics and the receiver 

architecture. 

 

Sigma delta modulator architecture 
The sigma delta conversion 

technique[1][2][6] has been in existencefor many 

years, but recent technological advances now 

makethe devices practical and their use is becoming 

widespread.The converters have found homes in 

such applications ascommunications systems, 

consumer and professional audio, industrial weight 

scales, and precision measurement devices.The key 

feature of these converters is that they are the 

onlylow cost conversion method which provides 

both highdynamic range and flexibility in 
converting low bandwidth input signals. This 

application note is intended to give an engineer with 

little or no sigma delta background an overview of 

how a sigma delta converter works. 

 

 
Fig.1 show general block diagram of SDM 

 

The comparator, just like in the analogue 

version, decides whether its input value is higher or 
lower than a certain threshold and puts out a single 

bit signal, thebitstream. BTW, due to the preceding 

integrator this threshold is arbitrary. In order to 

obtain the bitstream in the digital modulator it is 
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sufficient to strip off thecomparator's input MSBit.A 

1-Bit DAC [5]can output two different values only. 

They are termed VRef- and VRef+ and those of the 

1-Bit DDC (digital-to-digital converter) DRef- 

andDRef+ correspondingly. In both types of 

modulators they determine its input range.Note that 

in this example the clock rate, which here is also the 
sample rate, is 64 times higher than the frequency of 

the input signal.Delta sigma converters require 

much more in order to produce a sufficient number 

ofbitstream pulses. Conventional convertersrequire a 

sample rate of more than twice the highest input 

frequency. 

 

 
Figure 2 - Signals within a First Order Analogue 

Modulator 

 

It is obvious: The more bitstream pulses are 
produced the better is the approximation of the input 

signal by the average bitstream. 

Once again: The average (low pass filtered) 

bitstream never(!) exactly represents the input 

signal. It is always(!) superimposed by some kind 

ofnoise. 

One way to reduce this noise is to further 

increase the clock rate. Due to the sampling theorem 

the sampling rate must be higher than twice the 

maximum inputfrequency. Any further increase is 

called "oversampling rate". Example: Assume an 

audio signal with a bandwidth of up to 20 kHz (and 
probably slightlymore). A typical sampling rate (for 

DAT etc.) is 48 kHz. In a typical delta sigma 

converter the clock frequency (which usually is also 

the sample rate) will be 64x 48 kHz = 3072 kHz. 

This is equal to an oversampling rate of 64. In the 

example above (Figure 4) the clock frequency is 64 

times higher than the frequencyof the input signal. 

This means that the oversampling rate must be less 

than 32 for the given input frequency. (I don't know 

why only oversampling rates in theform of 2n are 

actually implemented. In my opinion any other form 

of this factor should be possible, too.)Another - and 

better - way to reduce the noise is to use a higher 

order delta sigma modulator. Bitstreams produced 

by higher order modulators produce lessnoise at the 
low pass filter outputs. Normally this noise is 

random. First order modulators show some strong 

frequencies in the power spectrum (non-

randomnoise or residual tones), which is 

disadvantageous. If the input signal is close to the 

limits of the input range this effect is worst with first 

order modulators. 

 

Genetic algorithm 
In a genetic algorithm[8], a population of 

strings (called chromosomes or the genotype of the 

genome), which encode candidate solutions (called 

individuals, creatures, or phenotypes) to an 

optimization problem, is evolved toward better 

solutions. Traditionally, solutions are represented in 

binary as strings of 0s and 1s, but other encodings 

are also possible. The evolution usually starts from a 

population of randomly generated individuals and 

happens in generations. In each generation, the 

fitness of every individual in the population is 

evaluated, multiple individuals are stochastically 
selected from the current population (based on their 

fitness), and modified (recombined and possibly 

randomly mutated) to form a new population. The 

new population is then used in the next iteration of 

the algorithm[9][10]. Commonly, the algorithm 

terminates when either a maximum number of 

generations has been produced, or a satisfactory 

fitness level has been reached for the population. If 

the algorithm has terminated due to a maximum 

number of generations, a satisfactory solution may 

or may not have been reached. 
Genetic algorithms find application in 

bioinformatics, phylo-genetics, computational 

science, engineering, economics, chemistry, 

manufacturing, mathematics, physics and other 

fields[7]. 

A typical genetic algorithm requires: 

1. A genetic representation of the solution 

domain, 

2. A fitness function to evaluate the solution 

domain. 

A standard representation of the solution is 

as an array of bits. Arrays of other types and 
structures can be used in essentially the same way. 

The main property that makes these genetic 

representations convenient is that their parts are 

easily aligned due to their fixed size, which 

facilitates simple crossover operations. Variable 

length representations may also be used, but 

crossover implementation is more complex in this 

case. Tree-like representations are explored in 

genetic programming and graph-form 
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representations are explored in evolutionary 

programming; a mix of both linear chromosomes 

and trees is explored in gene expression 

programming. 

The fitness function is defined over the 

genetic representation and measures the quality of 

the represented solution. The fitness function is 
always problem dependent. For instance, in the 

knapsack problem one wants to maximize the total 

value of objects that can be put in a knapsack of 

some fixed capacity. A representation of a solution  

might be an array of bits, where each bit represents a 

different object, and the value of the bit (0 or 1) 

represents whether or not the object is in the 

knapsack.Not every such representation is valid, as 

the size of objects may exceed the capacity of the 

knapsack. The fitness of the solution is the sum of 

values of all objects in the knapsack if the 

representation is valid or 0 otherwise.In some 
problems, it is hard or even impossible to define the 

fitness expression;in these cases, a simulation may 

be used to determine the fitness function value of a 

phenotype (e.g., computational fluid dynamics is 

used to determine the air resistance of a vehicle 

whose shape is encoded as the phenotype), or even 

interactive genetic algorithms are used. 

 

 

 
Fig. 3 shows flow chart of genetic algorithm 

 

Once the genetic representation and the fitness 

function are defined, a GA proceeds to initialize a 

population of solutions (usually randomly) and then 

(usually) to improve it through repetitive application 

of the mutation, crossover, inversion and selection 

operators.Figure 3 shows GA: 

 

Improving SNDR of 2
nd

 order SDM 

A High SNDR means better Performance, what if 

we got about 42dB SNDR of 2nd order SDM then we 

don’t require higher order SDM likewise we can’t 

use 3rd order SDM in audio application, for audio 

application we have to look 5th order SDM and we 

also concern with low price, low complexity.So this 

project is to improve SNDR of  

 

 
 

Figure 4 shows block diagram of second order SDM 

with imperfections. 
 

2nd order SDM.Generally SNDR of 2nd order SD 

modulator with standard parameters is measured 

about 36-38 dB.Our work is to improve it near about 
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4-5 dB.A simulation is to be performed of SD 

modulator, So that we can get better output with 

high SNDR.MATLAB/SIMULINK is to be used for 

the test.Using the sigma delta tool box we built the 

model of sigma delta 2nd order modulatorshows[4] 

in figure 4.GA algorithm toolbox is to be used for 

the optimization 
 

Jitter input sine wave is provided as input 

signal in over system.Here switch makes input 

nonlinear.Thermal noise is added to the signal. The 

amplifier gain coefficient a1& a3 are given to 

differential comparator.The output from comparator 

is added with white noise.The noise signal is given 

to the integrator. Amplifier gain coefficient a2, a4 

given to second differential comparator.The output 

of comparator is provided to integrator.The digital 

output from comparator is taken out as Yout and 

analog output of convertor is observed for enhance 
the performance and feedback to the system. 

 

Generally gain coefficient of amplifier in 

modulation application we make constant and 

independent, in studies we find that if an optimized 

value of gain coefficient used modulation system 

then results would be more refined and improved. 

To find an optimized value of gain coefficient 

requirement of an optimizing iteration process rises. 

So here we are using genetic algorithm to find a 

value for better output and improved SNDR. Now 
we apply genetic algorithm of gain coefficient a1,a2, 

a3, and a4. After iteration we find an optimized value 

of gain coefficient, at that value SDM gives best 

results and SNDR also improved. 

 

RESULTS 
The PSD of conventional and modified 2nd 

order Sigma Delta Modulator are shown below in 

Fig. 5  
Measured SNDR for conventional design is 36.5 dB. 

And after apply genetic algorithm SNDR is 42.7dB 

shows in Fig.6 PSD of 2nd order SDM. 

 

 
Figure 5 show SNDR of conventional 2nd order 

SDM 
 

 
Figure 6 shows SNDR after apply genetic algorithm. 

 

Table shows result of iterations. We use 20 

generation in our genetic algorithm so 20 iteration 

executed and stall generation fixed on value 2.   
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Conclusion 
In this paper we have discussedmethods of 

operation, design, and useof sigma–delta 

modulators. Althoughwe considered the design of 

asigma–delta modulatoras used foranalog-to-digital 

conversion, theresults derived here could easily be 

generalized. Because low complexity and low cost 

are critical requirements so we tried to improve 

results of 2nd order SDM. SNDR of 3rd order SDM 

has SNDR about 41-43dB but cost and complexity 
is high. As a result, theproposed receiver has much 

lower complexity but is still ableto attain the same 

performance. 
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